ASL-ENGLISH INTERPRETATION PROGRAM
FALL 2013 INSTRUCTOR BIOS

Candace Broecker-Penn, CI, CT, CSC, OCI:C, BA Theater and Education, MA Deafness Rehabilitation, nationally certified interpreter for over 35 years, co-founder and instructor for the Julliard Interpreting Theater Institute.

*Introduction to the Field of Interpreting*

Mary Darragh MacLean, CSC, CI, MS, RID certified interpreter since 1984, interpreter educator since 1992, presents nationally on Deaf and Hearing team interpreting.

*Interpreting IV*

Debbie Olsen, CI, CT, MA, nationally certified interpreter, BS ASL-English Interpretation, MA Linguistics. Former Director/Trainer Manhattan VRS Center - Sorenson Communications.

*Interpreting I, Interpreting VI Internship*

David Rivera, ASLTA, MA, ASL instructor since 1997, BA ASL Studies, MA Deaf Education, ASLTA certified, national presenter on ASL Classifiers, featured in ASL books and DVD publications.

*Lab, Service Learning*

Lynnette Taylor, CSC, BFA, nationally certified interpreter since 1978, interpreter educator since 1998, national presenter on ethical decision making for interpreters, instructed in Julliard’s Interpreting Theater Institute.

*Ethics & Decision Making for Interpreters*